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Abstract

Several ways for making the signal processing in an isolated word speech recognition

system more robust against large variations in the background noise level are presented�

Isolated word recognition systems are sensitive to accurate silence detection� and are eas�

ily overtrained on the speci�c noise circumstances of the training environment� Spectral

subtraction provides good noise immunity in the cases where the noise level is lower or

slightly higher in the testing environment than during training� Di�erences in residual

noise energy after spectral subtraction between a clean training and noisy testing envi�

ronment can still cause severe problems� The usability of spectral subtraction is largely

increased if complemented with some extra noise immunity processing� This is achieved by

the addition of arti�cial noise after spectral subtraction or by adaptively re�estimating the
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noise statistics during a training session� Both techniques are almost equally successful in

dealing with the noise� Noise addition achieves the additional robustness that the system

will never be allowed to learn about low amplitude events� that might not be observable

in all environments� this� however� at a cost that some information is consistently thrown

away in the most favorable noise situations�
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I� Introduction

The signal processing ��� used in IBM�s real�time speech recognizer ���� has performed well

in controlled environments� At the time of development the system was exclusively used in

a quiet o	ce with a typical signal to noise ratio of about 
�dB� Day to day variations in a

speakers voice level had to be accounted for� but the acoustic environment changed little�

The development of the portable Tangora system ��� allowed for use of the recognition

system in a place at the convenience of the user� but simultaneously created a new set of

problems� It became soon clear that the existing signal processing was not able to deal with

the large variations in acoustic backgrounds that the system was now exposed to� Sensitivity

to the absolute noise level was moderate� i�e� when the system was tested in the same acoustic

environment as the one in which it was trained� Under those conditions a drop in signal to

noise ratio from 
� to ��dB corresponded to a doubling in error rate� But a dierence in

the signal to noise ratio larger than �dB� between the training and testing environment lead

to severe deterioration in performance� Using a lip�mike can in principle solve most noise

problems in o	ce applications� The goal at IBM has been� however� to use the recognizer

with a less constraining table mounted microphone�

A �silence model�� representing the short pauses between words� is one of the hidden

Markov models used in the isolated word recognition system� The inclusion of the silence

model as a regular Hidden Markov Model �HMM� is necessary to avoid the otherwise di	cult

task of endpoint detection� It is trained in conjunction with the speech models and hence

learns about the noise characteristics of the training session� Large dierences in the noise

level of training and testing environments will cause the recognizer to mistake speech for noise

or noise for speech� Two rules for robust signal processing for speech recognition emerge � the

processing of speech events must be largely invariant to the noise level and noise� independent

of its actual value� should be mapped into a typical noise image� This is a normalization and

adaptation task and therefore quite distinct from actual noise removal� which is the goal in

speech enhancement �
����
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The approach taken in this work was to maintain the general signal processing structure of

the existing system� which has proven successful across many speakers in controlled constant

acoustic environments� and to complement it with noise immunity processing that is largely

transparent for the low noise environments but eective in dealing with changes in the back�

ground noise level� In section II the signal processing of the IBM speech recognition system

is reviewed� In section III we introduce the basic noise immunity components of the signal

processing which are spectral subtraction and a frequency dependent channel equalizer� Both

operations rely heavily on a histogram based speech�noise discrimination algorithm� Re�ne�

ments to the noise immunity signal processing and the statistical silence model are explored

in sections IV and V� Ultimately in section VI results obtained on the IBM speech recognition

system for all of the presented schemes are given and analyzed�

II� Signal Processing Overview

The signal processing �Fig� �� converts an input signal� sampled at ��kHz� into a �� di�

mensional output vector at a frame rate of ��� frames�sec� It can be divided into 
 parts �

Fourier transform� simulated �lterbank� log conversion� long term adaptation and short term

adaptation�

Figure �� Signal processing block diagram �SIGPSTD�

All blocks� except for the long term adaptation� are identical to the design described in

���� The FFT uses a 
�� point Hanning window and creates a new spectral vector every

��msec� A mel�scaled �lterbank is simulated by adding up FFT power spectrum coe	cients�

�� channels spanning the frequency range from ���Hz to ����Hz are created� The long term

adaptation� which is described in detail in the next section plays a normalization role� Its

output is ideally independent of the current acoustic environment� The short term adaptation

is based on a Schroeder�Hall haircell model ���� It is modeled after the rapid adaptation seen

�
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in neural �ring rate according to changes in input level� The time constants� dependent on

the actual input� are between �� and 
� msec� The importance of this block for the stationary

parts of speech is minimal� but quite signi�cant for the transient parts�

The �� dimensional output vector is labeled by a vector quantizer with a codebook of

size ���� These labels are the inputs to the HMM based recognition system ���� The VQ

codebook is designed by K�means clustering of training data ���� This particular way of

labeling� especially the use of a Euclidean distance metric in �nding a closest prototype has

a direct impact on the signal processing�

III� Noise Correction and Acoustic Adaptation�

The function of the signal processing block �long term adaptation� is to compensate for the

large day to day variations in the environment� and map the observed variable dynamic ranges

into a �xed dynamic range about which the system is allowed to learn� The variations include

changes in the background noise� room acoustics and recording hardware�

Xi raw power spectral estimate

� rms noise threshold

�i noise estimate

SSTHRi spectral subtraction threshold

Gi channel gain

yi adapted spectral estimate

Figure �� Basic long term adaptation for a single channel �NOISIM��

The system proposed here �Fig� �� � splits the correction for the noise and the adaptation

to the room acoustics into two largely independent parts� but some linkage between both

�Notation � Capital letters are used for power spectrum variables� small letters for log spectrum variables�

Channel numbers are given as superscripts�
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